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had little satisfaction from that quarter. With this issue there is in¬ 

cluded a postal card. It would he greatly appreciated if this card was 

filled in and returned immediately by all subscribers, including insti¬ 

tutions. It is doubtful if this poor mail service will occur again, but 

with your cooperation, we should be able to secure information to 

prevent this difficulty in the future. 

Editor 

FIFTH SUPPLEMENT CORRIGENDA 

The following corrections in spelling are necessary on pages 5 

and 6 of the recent "Fifth Supplement to the Leng Catalogue of Cole- 

optera of American, North of Mexico”, by R. E. and R. M. Black- 

welder, Mount Vernon, N. Y., 1948. These changes must also be made 

in my paper, (Jour. N. Y. Ent. Soc., 52: 1-25, 1944), in most cases, 

but not in all. Some of the changes must be made in the original 

catalogue also. 

In the following list, the first spelling is as it appears in the cata¬ 

logue, the second, the correct spelling as given in the original descrip¬ 

tion. 

a. kraulwur/m Hatch a. krautwurwi Hatch 

suhictus Fisch. sulojtus Fisch. 

luwulatus Gistel lueulatus Gistel 

requiscator Gistel requicscator Gistel 

a. nearticus Hatch a. nearcticus Hatch 

a. oregonesis Hatch a. oregoneesis Hatch 

a. kadjakenis Port. a. kadjakensis Port. 

tan/us Mannh. is correct here, but wrong in previous supplements. 

pollintor Mannh. pollinrtor Mann. 

a. sitkensis Hatch a. sitkencesis Hatch 

a. specious Schultze a. speciosus Schulze 

a. fassifer Reitt. a. fascifera Reitt. 

guttula is correct here, but incorrect in previous supplemnts. 

hecate Bland. hecate Bland, and is also incorrect 

in previous supplements. 

a. discontinus Hatch a. discontinues Hatch 

disciocollis Brulle discicollis Brulle 

a. brunnipenis Hatch acc. brunnipenwis Hatch 

a. bicolorata Hatch a cc. bicolorata Hatch 
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